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ABSTRACT
Rate of perceived exertion t(RPE).was exnTn■ ned as a preaictor of Physi6‑
■og■ cal variab■ es during 」ogg■ngo
hea■ thy

Subjects for this study were 14

volunteers who participated in an adult fitness progrnm at

Cornell University.

Four success■ ve

。6

km runs of various speeds set

by the instructor and unknown to the subjects were randomly ass■
A■ ■

data were recOrded itn7nediately follow■ ng each runo

gned.

RPE was chosen

as the predictor var■ able. The phys■ ologica■ var■ ables selected as
outco■ e variables were ventilation, heart rate, oxygen consl17nptiOn,

carbon diox■ de production, oxygen pulse, and respiratory quotient.
Canon■ cal correlation analys■ s

between RPE and the outcome variables

revealed a significant mult封 ariate relationshiP,L=・

26.61,2

く。001・

logical var■ ables.

RPE accounted for 41% of the var■ ance of the phys■
The only var■ able w■th a sign■ ficant un■ var■ ate

relationship with RPE was heart rate,
shou■ d ■ot

64,x2、 (7)=

二

(13)=

。44, ュ く .05。

RPE

be used as the so■ O predictor of workload effort, but in

addition to otheF evaluatory methods.
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Chapter

1

INTRODUCTION

In order to evaluate an individualts reaction to
it is necessary to

know

any workload,

the physiological and psychological status of

the body. Years of research have allowed us reasonable accuracy in
assessing most physiological measurerDents using corylex machines and
expensive

jective

devices.

syuptoms

,we coul-d save

However,

if

we could

quantltatively

measure sub-

of physical exertion through a single verbal

a great deal of wasted time, energyr and

The pioneering work

of

Gunnar Borg

in

resPonse

expense.

1962 (Borg, 1962) pro-

vided such a verbal response, namely, a scale of ntrmbers which enables
an individual to conrnunicate the intensity of perceived exertion of
work

effort on'the bicycle ergometer. This scale is called the

Rate

of Perceived Exertion (RPE). Along with Borg, several other investigators (Michael & Hackett, L972; Noble & Borg 1971; Noble' Metz,

dolf, 8e11, Cafarelfi,

Pan-

& Sime, f6Zg) rep6ried correlations between per-

ceived exertlon and heart rate during Ereadrrill and bicycle urork to
range between .61 and .90.
Since Borgts

tion

many

iniEial link of work intensity with perceived exer-

other invesEigators

h-ave

factors serve as further links

tried to find out which internal

among

physical stinuli, feelings,

and

verbal responses. Noble and Borg in 197L, as we1L as other investigators
(Michael & Hackett, L972; Noble et aI. , L973; Pandolf, Cafarelli, Nobler
& Metz

, Lg72), reported correlations

between perceived

heart rate during ergometer and treadnill work.

exertion

Oxygen

to heart rate, has been shown to be linearly related to

and

uptake, similar
RPE (Noble

&

Borg, L97L). However, it has been found (Pandolf & Noble, L973; Stam-

ford

& Nob1e, L974)

not to be a primary factor i.n setting perceptual

intensity.
Subjective awareness of ventilat,ion i.s very acute (Bakers &
Tenney, 1970),
been for:nd

therefore, lt is understandabLe that ventilation

has

to be a significant factor in perceiving exertion during

increasing workloads (Cafarelli & Nob1e, L976; West, El1is,

belI, L975). At hlgher levels of exercise, ventilation

Camp-

was the most

powerful physiological cue (Edwards, )lelcher, Hesser, lligertz, & Ekelund,
L972; Michael & Hackett, L972), especially above
Another physiological

factor linked to

RPE

707"

Y"

r^ax.

has been

lactic acid,

but"with contradictory results. Investigators (Edwards et al.,
Morgan &

Pollock, L976) have shoum high correlati-ons

L972;

between perceived

exerti-on and lactic acid during continuous and int,ermittent exercise,

but Kay and Shephard (cited in Borg, L973) found limited correlation
between these variables.

Other factors believed to affect
and threshold

leveLs.

RPE

are drugs, activity duraEion,

Drugs are defi-nit'ely an

(Hueting & Poulus, 1970).

RPE

was found

i.nterfering factor

to increase over a number of-

hours even though heart rate was kept constant (Be11, Noble, Drash'

lietz,

L975; Noble

et al. ,

Lg73; Soule & Goldman

, Lg73). anotfrer important

interfering factor j-s threshold leve1. A threshold leve1 is
t,o

exist (Pandolf

eE

&

speculated

aI., L972) for detection of major cardlorespiratory

and metabolic changes, sometimes as high as 200

kpn/nin. for bicycle

ergometers. There is a point

beLow which

late heart rate, ventilation,

and oxygen consumption enough

dual-st sensory perception

exercise levels do not stimu-

for indivi-

to pick up feedbad.k cues.

In all previous studies of

RPE,

physiological factors have

related to workloads on bicycle ergometers, treadrnills;

been

swirnming flumes,

3

lifting.

and stationary

Iird aiin of thls study

reactions and their relationship do

RPE

fuas

to test physiSloglcal'

during jogging laps around

a

.20 km track.
StatemenE

of

Problem

In this investigation the objective

was

to identify the physiolo-

gical factors that are related to perceived exertion.
Scope
Measurements

of

Problem

of selected physiological variables

and perceived

exertion were obtained on 14 participants in an aduLt fitness program.
A11 subjects were involved

testing.

in the progran at least 8 wks. prior to

The selected variables were measured

intermittently during

four successive .60 kn runs at various speeds set by the instructor,
unknown

to

Ehe

subjects. Canonical correlation analysis

dictor variable (perceived exertion)
logical data)

and

between the pre-

and the outcome variables (physio-

was conducted.

Major NuIl Hvpothesis

will be no slgnificant multivariaEe relationship

There

between

RPE

as a predict,or variable and seven physiological measures as outcome variabLes

1.

There

will be no significant relationship

between RPE and

will be no significant relationship

between RPE and

heart rate.

2.

There

minute pulnonary ventilation (I/min.).

3.

There

will be no significant relationship

between RPE and

oxygen consumption (rnl/kg).

4.

There

will be no significant relat,ionship

between RPE and

(l/nin. ).
will be no significant relationship

between RPE and

will be no significant relationship

between RPE and

oxygen consurytion

5.

There

oxygen puIse.

6.

There

respiratory quotient.
7

There

"

will be no significant relationship between

carbon dioxide production (l/rnin.

).

Assuuptions

1.
who

RPE and

of

Study

The subjects were representaEive

of healthy

average adults

participate in jogging.
2.

Subjects adhered to dietary and exercise restrictions prior

to testing.
Definition of
1.

Rate

Terms

of perceived exeqtion (RPE).

The subjective-.rating of

the intensity of work being performed based on Borgts (1952) I5-point
category scale.

2.

l,linute pulnonary ventilation (V.). The amount of air exhaled

during normal breathing.

3.
end

of

Heart rate (ilR). The heart rate taken inrmediately at the

each submaxirnal workload.

4.

Submaximal

workloa,gl One.of four .60"k'n runs'given ir,

"rr""e'ssioir

with a 1- to 2-min. rest separating runs.

5.

Volume

of

oxygen consumption

(iOZ).

The amount

of

oxygen con-

sumed duri-ng each submaxi-mal workload.

6.

Volume

of carbon dioxide production (i'COZ).

The amount of

carbon dioxide expired during each submaxinal workload.

7.

Oxygen pul-se

(O2Pulse). The oxygen

during each submaximal workload.

L-

consumed

per heart beat

8.

Respiratorv quotient (RQ). The volume of carbon dloxide

expired divided by the volume of oxygen inspired.

Delimitations of Study

1.
adults

The number

who

2.

of subjects

was delimited

partlcipated in an adult fitness

The

to

14 heal-thy, semi-active

Program.

palpation technique was the only neans used to detertrine

heart rate in this investigation and was taken irnnediately after

each

workload.

3.

Intermittent varying submaxinal runs were the only

to assess selected physiological variables

and

means used-

RPE.

Limitations of Study

1.

Results can be generalized only to healthy' semi-active

adults.

2.

Assessment

of heart rate obtained by palpation after

work-

loads rdas not compared to assessment during exercise by some other
nethod (e.g., EKG).

3.

-

Data obtained from

of exercise.

this study were not reLated to other
'l
r

modes

Chapter

2

REVIEI,I OF LITERATT'RE

Lack

of

agreement between

the objective and subjective evaluations of

physiologlcal effects of activity apong patients and doctors stimulated
Borg

to research psychophysical

problems

of physical work (Borg, 1973).

Through observation and experimentatLon Stevens developed
methods

ratio scaling

that described general varLations of perceptual intensltles in

L957 (Borg,

Stevens' scaling
s,
l). Borg studied the Stevensr
L973).

methods

to try to

adapt them to egtimating the perception of workl-oad intensities during

exercise. Borg (L973) found that:
Subjective perception of the force applied (or perceived pedal

resistance) followed by a posltiveLy accelerating function

coul-d

be described by the following expression: R = a*c'Sn, where

R

is the subjective force, a is the basic Perceptual ttnoiset', c is
a measure-constant, and S the Power in kpn/nin. The exponent

"n" was found to be 1.6. Gl. 91)
Then, with further studies, he found similar results for longer workloads
as we1l, and pubLished a book PhvsicaL Performance and Perceived E:rertion.
Using

ratio scaling

Dethods other investigators found

that subjective in-

tensity varied according to positively accelerated functions with nany different kinds of physical workloads (Eisler, L962; Stevens
Stevens & Mack,

Galanter, 1957;

igSg). By L962, through the work of Borg and others,

linear relationship
was empirically

&

between perceptual

verified.

intensity

and physical work

a

effort

This review of literature will concentrate

on

cardiovascular and cardiorespiratory factors and their relationship to
Heart, Rate

of the

probLems

ｏ
こ
・

they were not apflicabLe

ｆ
Ｏ

One

the psychophysical scaling methods uras that

inter-lndividual
6

comparisons necessary

fbr

RPE.

7

clinlcal

and therapeutic assessnent. Borg (1962), understanding.this,

devised a scale based on the rangesrof work lnt'ensityr'asSuming that
percepEual t'noise"

Ievels at

maximum

leveLs would be sinilar for all

subjects. The Deasurenent constant, c, in Stbvens scale could be'solved
R
t.-a
where
as g =
\_" t" equal for all subjects and $ and n may be
t-, empirlcally for each individual if t stands for the terminal
determined
(naxinal) level" However, this was a complicated system for inter-

individual cornparisons, and Borg

began using

a 2l-point graded category

scale after much trial and error. Using the graded category scale,
Borg (1973) reported correlations of .80 and .90 with heart rates in
heaLthy males, when workloads were varied.

Still later (Borg

& Linderhofun, 1967), the

2l-point

graded caEegory

scale was changed once more. The 21 polnts were narrowed to 15, ranging

in sequential order from 6 to
with every other number.

20

with sirnple

word resPonses associated

Word responses ranged from ttvery,

veryr lightr'

(6) to "very, very, hard'r (20), wiEh work difficulty exPressed f-inearly
with increasing numerical vaIue. For rniddLe aged, healthy males, moderate
to hard work on bicycle ergometers is expected to elicit a RPE value

10

:

times higher than heart rate. Studies comparing other experimental scales

(Borg, L962; Tornvall, 1963) with the l5-point category scale, or Rate

of Perceived Exertion
to be the

xnost

(RPE) scale as

it

was

called, found the RPE scaLe

reliable.

Ln L972, Pandolf,

Cafarelli, Noble, and Metz investigated

relationship of heart rate to the

RPE

Ehe

scale using "five treatments of

various workloads in neutral and hot-dry environrnents to eli.cit unequal
cardiac frequencies for unequal workloadstt (p. 275). In the study,

heart rate was increased by heat

when no

significant dlfferences in

RPE

were found betWeen equa■ work10ads,
■Ot

conclude that heart rate Was

PandO■ f et a■

■eading

the s01e

■nf■ uenCe

.(1972)to

on perce■ ved

。
exertion, but that other parnmeters ex■ sted as Wel■
■

The re■ ationShip Of RPE tO heart rate during varying treadmi■

19 Cafare■ ■■, and
workloads was ObServed by Nob■ e, Metz, Pando■ f, Be■

Sime in

SubieCtS rnn and then wa■ ked at the sn7ne varying speedS.

■973.

Be■ ow Ve■ ocities

Of 4 mph, RPE was greater fOr runn■ ng then fOr walking,

and the oppoSttte Was true for oVer 4 mph.

RPE generally paralleled

heart rates, hOWever, local muSCle diSCOmfOrt at high VeloCities appeared

to play a greater role

■■ perce■ ved

exertiOn than heart rate.

In 1973, the validity and reliabi■ ity Of the BOrg RPE sCale was
re― exnm■ ned

(Skinner, Hutsler, Bergste■ ■OVa, & Buskirk, 1973)。

the validity eight lean and eight Obese subjectS Were g■

TO teSt

Ven different

randomly asSigned work10ads tO find whether they could perCeive Duall
differenceS

■n

work intensitye

These results Were compared tO thOSe

obtained dur■ ng prOgresS■ Ve exerc■ se
Re■ iabi■ ity

pttotocolo

used w■ th the RPE sca■ e.

th each
Wab deterロ ュned by testing each Subject tWiCe w■
There were no sign■ ficant differences in any of the variables

betWeen the twO types of protOcqls.
■O

■orma■ ly

ys■ S Of VarianCe reve,■

Ana■

ed

significant diffefences in anyFOf the Variables studi9d (HR; RPE,

Ve' i° 2)・

For hと art rate and RPE high re■

fOund dur■ ng progressiVe testttng (= =

randon test■ ng c二 = 091 and

87
。

iability COefficientS Were

and r = 。80) and during

■
■
■= 078). In thiS inVestigation, as

others reported ear■ ier, heart rate Was a Significant factor in percep―

tion of exertiOn, but

■Ot

the s01e factOr.

In a nultiple regresSiOn Study (Noble et a■

。,

1973), siX highly

fit male studentご between the ages of 18 and 22 were studiedo

Five

trial-s of bicycLe

ergometer work l-asting 30 rnin. each were glven and

data recorded at three time points (5-, 15-, and 30 min.) during each

trial.

The data were submitted

aad any variabLe conEributitg

to a fo:*rard selection regression analysis

57"

or

more was considered

a significant

contribution to the analysis. Ventilatory varlables were more readll-y
percelved than heart rate during exercise. In the first 5 gin., Ve,
VO2, RQ, RR accounted

for

697.

for

592

of the variance at

of the variance after

30

L5

of the variance of
min.;

and RR,

V.,

RPE;

V",

VCO2 accounted

VO2 accounted

for

467.

niu. Heart rate addeA,5.7%,3.6"/", and 3.57" to

the variance of RPE, respectively, at all three time poi-nts. At 5 nin.

all eight physiol-ogical- variables
variate r

between

produced a

multiple of .81.

heart rate and RPE was .40, lower,

(1973) believed, than

Nobl-e

in other experiments by Borg (1952)

et

The

bi-

a1.

and Skinner,

Borg, and Buskirk (1969) who reported bivariate rrs of .85 (6 nln.)
and .90 (4 nln.), respectiveLy, because workloads in the fo:mer study
were

of lncrements of'199 kpn/nin. iathef than the 300 kpn/nin. increments

incorporated in the studles of Borg (1962) and Skinner et al. (1969).
This nultipJ-e regression aaalysis reiterates that more than heart rate
seems

to be iavolved io the predictioos of

RPE.

Ventil-atLon

IndlvlduaLts control of expiratory muscles is partially voluutary
(Bergstrom, Ilalttunen, & ViliJanen, L972), therefore oners awareness of

ventilatLon is apparent and known to be reasonably weLl perceived. In
L975, West, ELLis, and Canpbell obserrred
and found

that subjects

were more aware

of ventilation, and that

ventilation during. exercise

of tidal

arrareness increased as

voh:me than frequency

ventilation

increasAd.

Edwards, Melcher, Hesser, Wigertz, and Ekelund (L972) studied

10

contl-nuous and

inte::Elttent lrork on the bicyele ergometer. RPE was

highly correlated with ventilation (rrs = .87-.94) during both

of work. VentiLation
role at hlgher
I^lhen

rras also suggested

tyPes

to play a Eore lmportant

rilorkLoads.

physioLogical responses rrere compared for similar workloads

on treadmill running and bicycling (I{ichael & Eckardt, L972; }tichael

&

Hackett, L972), ventiJ-atlon was significantly different in each activity
even though subjects perceived
means

that other

cues appeared

thelr work effort to be the sane. This
to be an influencing factor

on

RPE.

Skinner et a1. (1973), when testlng 16 males of different welght

classiflcations

and using progressively increasing workloads as

high reliability

tion (,r = .68, .74)

*3g (l = .80, .78).

In

Nob}e

et

aL.

rs (1973) regression study ventllation

for the greatest varlance in

RPE

as

coefficients for both ventila-

random workloads, found
arrd

well

accounted

at 5- and 15 min. of blcycl-e work effort

(3L.27. and 55.5%, respectively) and

the second greatest after 30 nio.

(L3.s%)

In a study sinilar to that of llorstman, Morgan,

Cymeman, and

Stokes (1975), Cafarelli and Noble (L976) studied the inportance of

ventilation during bicycl-lng

and

running. Ventllation

becane more

important in the perception of exertion at higher workloads, and not
irnportant at all at 1ow workloads

It appears that ventilatlon is an important factor in effort
perceptlon at high levels but has little

effort,

when

effect at losrer levels of

other factors prove .to 'be beiter cues.
Oxygen Consumption

Oxygen consumption,

or

oxygen uptake, has been studied as another

■1

influenclng factor on perceived exertion. NobLe'and Borg

(1971)

reported a llnear relationship betweeo oxygen intake and perceived

exertlon, si-milar to the relationship between heart rate and RPE.'
Mlchael and llackett (L972) reported results in which l-0 fernales rrere
asked

to run on a treadnill at a selected speed that would fatigue

in

min., then were later

L5

asked

to repeat the same work effort

them

on

a bicyc1e. The,o>rygen consr:mption lras almost doubLe for treadnlll
work, leadlng Michael and Hackett to conclude that cues of work effort
oa the blcycle were derived from other factors than oxygen consr:mption.

In 1973, Pandolf
L075

ksnlnin.)

changes

and

and Noble used co"r-on oxygen uptakes (550-, 775-,

bicycle

speeds

of 40-, 60-,

in percelved exertion. At the

speed reLated negati-vely

to

RPE

good

seme por'rer

to

measure

output, changes in

leaving Pandolf and Noble to clain that

local factors acted as interfering
and Noble (L974),

and 80 rprn

cues

in perceiving exertlon.

in a sinilar study, reiterated that

RPE was

Stamford

not

a

predictor of oxygen intake.
Noble

et al. (1973), in a regression study,

between RPE and oxygen consumptlon,

but oxygen

showed

a relatlonship

consr-mption

dld not

appear

to be a slgnificant contribution in the regression analysis, except during
the f irst 5 min. of exercise
30

uin.).

first

In

1973 Skioner

(16 .9%

et al.

at 5 nin. i

at

15

nin.;

.27.

conpared lean and obese personsr

when body weight rras supported by

when transported

.4%

RPE

to be a good

predictor of oxygen uptake on the treadmill, but on the bicycle
subjects rated the workLoads harder at the
Morgan (L973), employing a modified Borg
He found

RPE

bicycle ergometry and secondly

by treadmil-I walking. They found

bicycle workLoad effort.

at

same oxygen

uptake.

a1L

Also

scale, experimented with

that no:maI subjects lrere capable

■2

of consistently identifying differences in workloads by Borgrs scale
and

that subjective

esti-mates mirrored actual netabolic costs

of

work

being performedr erc€pt under the conditions of hypnotlc suggestion,

neurosis, or arurlety. Robertson, Iliatt, Gillesple, and Rose (1975)
studied mal-es rf,ith sinilar aerobic capacities,

lnto two perceptual groups referred to as

whom

they divided

augmenters (those

who

perceived a l-.5 in. block larger than it was) and reducers
(those who perceived it sroaller). Robertson et al-. (1975) found

significant relationship

a

between oxygen intake and RPE, mostl-y at

higher level-s of workload.
Carbon Dioxide Production

The amount

of carbon dioxide

produced during physical work and

relationship to perceived exertion has not receLved

effort.

Robertson

much

its

investigatory

et al. (1975), studylng the influence of -auguentatLon

and reduction oo pereeived

exertion, found significant differences

between each groupts perception

of exertion

augmenters and reducers there rras

and VCO2,

but ln both

a linear relatlonship between

RPE arid

VC02. In Noble et aI. rs (L973) nultiple regression analysis, fC02 rilas one
of four variables that contributedl tb ttre i9% varLance in nfh 1at '15 }ni.ln.

of exerclse (VC02 contributed
min. of exercise,

9.5%

variance by itself).

At 5- and 30

less than L% of the variance.
"ooaributed
Carbon dioxlde production appears to be a significant predictor of

at the

peak

continues.

VCO2

RPE

of exercising but then lts strength lessens as the workLoad
Carbon dioxide production seems

only to have a secondary

influence on RPE.
Respiratorv Quotient
Respiratory Quotient (RQ) is the volurne of carbon dioxide orpired,
divided by the volume of oxygen coasumed. NobLe et a1. (1973) have
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shorrn RQ to

contribute to Petceived exertion on a secondary

During the 5th min. of a 30-min. bLcycle ergometer test,
5.47.

of the variance in

RPE and

was the

RQ

1eve1.

contrlbuted

third most important contri-

buting factor ln the regression equation. As work effort increased,
RQ

decreased

2.3%

at

30

in contribution from

rnin. (sixth factor).

.87.

RQrs

at

15

nin. (flfth factor) to

influence as a cue for percelved

erertioo is stilL questionable and under exmination.
Surnmaffr

Rate

of percelved orertion scales were constructed by Borg to

subjectively measure feelings, heart rate, and work effort.
studies investigating perceived exertion have

shown

that

RPE

Further

is

a

reflection of a multltude of various physiological cues, some Dore
primary thao others, depending on workloads and activlty situations.

0f al-I the cues, PE has beeu found to be a better predictor of heart
rate

and

ventilation.

Chapter
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METHODS AI.ID PROCEDI'RES

Ttris chapter defines the selection of subjectsr fitness program,

testlng instruments,

methods

of data collection, scoring of data,

treatment of data, and surr.arY.

Selection of Subjects
Seven males snfl sevdn females between

subjects.

They were volunteers involved

at Cornell University, in lthaca,

New

the ages of 24 and 46 se:nred as

in an adult fitness

York, during the spring semester

of L978. The subjects had at least 8 wks. prior training in
prograE. Subjects possessing

Prograll

extre-rne level-s

the

of fltness were orcluded

from the investigation.

Adult Fitness
The spring L978 aduLt

fitness

Program

program rras

a succession of a

program

carried on for 2 yeaxs by Dr.'Edround Burke at Barton Hal1, Cornell

Uulversity.

Each senester

it

was

free and open to aoy person lnterested

in attending. Before individuals began the program, consent forms were
signed, and a doctorrs permission was required. An Astrand bicycle

test

was gLven and

hlstory of health

skinfold measurenents, 88€, weight, and prevJ.ous

and exercise were

recorded. Itre sessions were held

three times a week at 9 a.rn., and were lnitiated with a l5-rnin.

of exercises. Following the wa:m-up,
or her

own

each

participant then

warm-up

checked his

exercise prescription and continued that particular inter:val

jogging program. A cooL-down period was requlred and each person
required to record his or her

laps.

The

J-ap

time, heart rate'

RPE,,and number of

instructor was availabLe for consuitation?nd advf.te.
14

was
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Testing Insfrr:ments
The

follorring equipment and apparatus were used in this study:

(a) a Kofranyi-Mlchaelis respirometer, which

was portabl-e and

light-

weight; (b) a three-way plastic valve to direct the subJectrs expired

air into the respirometer while still all-owing
(c) a nose cLip to insure that all air

room

alr to be inhaled;

was expired through the mouthpiece;

(d) a rubber mouthpiece for a better seal

betweeo subjectrs mouth and

the three-way valve; (e) plastic tublng with air tight rubber connectors
attached to the respirometer and the three-way valve; (f) a helmet to

attach the mouthpiece and tubi.ng so as not to interfere with free

of the

a:ms and shoulders;

(g) a barometer to record alr pressure;

(h) a stop watch for recording
to analyze the content of

J-ap

tines; (i) a Beclroan gas analyzer

oxygen and carbon dioxide

air; (j) Borgrs l5-point category RPE scale for
exertion; (k) an indoor .2 kn running track;
to set the pre-selected running
Method

Begirming

movement

in the expired

measuring perceived

and

finally (1) an assistant

paces.

of Data Collection

at 9 a.m. testing took place on the .2 lm track at

Barton Ha1l, CorneLl Unlversity. A1L subjects had participated a nininr:m

of 8 wks. in an interval training program. Subjects were asked to

refrain from eating, srooking, and exercise 2 hours prior to testing.
Subjects were oriented to the equipnent, and experLenced breathlng through
a mouthpiece whil-e wearing a nose c1ip. With the equipment on, the

subject was 1ed through a l5-rnin. rrarm-up exercise and a slow jog
around the

track. Prior to testing, the respirooeter

to the subjeit

when necessary and

was readjusted

the equiproent carefulLy checked.

Subjects were reminded to maintaln a steady pace with the assistant
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throughout the testinge

i

Subjects were to■ d how heart rate wou■d be

recorded and were shown a poster of the RPE scaleo

They were

instructed that, at the end of each run, they were to po■

nt to the

mber that best estimnted the■ r overall effort.

n,・

Four sets of three 。2 k■ laps were run by each subject, a■ l of the
【

sets being paced to a time unkncwn by the subjecto

Each set was

run at a randυ ̲■y selected speed, and followed by a
coo■ ―downo

Before each set of

the respirometer.

perce■ ved

a collection bag was attached to
mul―

At the end of the .6 ktt run the tine and

r were recordedo

Heart rate was taken

exertion and temperature.

co■ lection

km walking

The respironeter and stop watch were started s・

taneous■ y with the runningo
vo■ 1lme of a■

■aps

。2

Within

■

■mlnediate■

y, as was

hour, each of the four

bags conta■n■ng snmples of exPired a■ r was analyzed for

oxygen and carbon dioxide content by using the preca■
E‑2 0xygen Analyzer and Beckman LB‐

■

ibrated Bё ckman

Carbon Dioxide Ana■ yzer。
＼

Scoring Of Data
Once the percentages of oxygen and carbon diox■ de were deteェ 鵬■ned
through gas analyses of exP■ red air‐ samples,

多hey

were entered ias

was heart rate, ventilation, barometric pressure, t・
(r

t―

7ne Of runs, RPE,

:::perature of eXpired air,and subject'b weight, into a computer
The ana■ ysis was carried out at the

progrnm designdd by Ken Rodgerso
co■ puter

center at lthaca College.
Treatment of Data

Rate

of perceived exertion

The selected outcome varidbles

(b) voh:ne of
(mUkg)

o:rygen consumed

was the selected predictor variable.

rilere: (a)

volume

(L/rnin.); (c)

; (d) heart rate (bpn); (e)

voh:me

of ventilation (Urnin.);

volume

of

o:<ygen consumed

of carbon dioxide

produced

■7

(Unln.); (f)

o:rygen

correlatlon wlth
used

pulse; and (g) respiratory quotient. A canonical

accompanying

lntercorrelations of all varlables

was

to dete:mine overall significance. For all tests the slgnifl.cance

level

was

set at ,05.

Chapter
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ANAIYSIS OF DATA

The raw data scores from
Eime

of runs,

were used

all physiological measures plus pressure,

RPE, temperature

of expired air,

in a computer program designed by

and subjectrs weight

Ken Rodgers.

After pre-

llninary analysis, data results were treated by canonical correlation
analysis to assess the multivariate relationship between
seven physiological measures. Results

RPE

and the

of the canonical correlation

a:ralysi.s led to the rejectl-on of the null- hypothesis that there will
be no signlficant multivarlate relationship between

variable and physiological-

RPE

as a predictor

variables, 3c = "64,
XZ (t) = 26.51, p< .001. RPE accounted for 4L7. of the variance in
measures as outcome

the physiologieal variables

Intercorrelations of

RPE

and the seven physiological- variables

are presented ln Table 1. The following resuLts concerning the seven
minor nu1I hypotheses were obtained. In all cases, a coefficient .44
was needed

to lndicate a sigoificant relationship at the .05 level,

one-

tailed test.
L. The.minor null hypothesis that there will be no significant
relatlonship between RPE and heart rate was rejected, r (13) = .44,
P < .05.

2.

The

ninor nuIl hypothesis that there will be no significant

relationship between RPE and respiratory quotient was accePted, r
.05,

p>

(13)

.05.

null hypothesis that there wil-1 be no significant
relationship betweea RPE and oxygen e6osumptiopi (l/min.) was accepted,
3.

The minor

r (L3) = -.02r P>

.05.
18

Table

1

Intercorrelations of Rate of-Perceived Exertion
Phys

and,

iological, Varf.ables

Variables
lo

RPE

2。

HR

3.

RQ

4。

V

44士
。

702 (1/min。

6。

V02 (・ 1/kg)

7。

02 Pulse

8。

VC02

.33

―.15

.45士

.19

。34

―.16

。24

。09

.01

。
17

.36

。84彙 ±

e

5.

―.02

.05

)

‑。

06

‑。

0■

。32
。46士

。50士

。68士 彙

.87士 士

。66士 士

。92士 士

.90士 士

.54彙

。52彙
。77お 彙

粒 く .05。
士す
ュく・010
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4.

The mlnor

relationship

null hypothesis that there wi-II be no significant

between RPE and oxygen consumptlon

(nl/kg)

was

accepted, r (13) = .33, p> .05.

5. Ihe minor nu11 hypothesis that there will be no significant
reLationship between RPE and oxygen pulse rras accepted, r (tg)

=

-.15, p> .05.
6.

The minor

relationship

null hypothesis that there will be no significant

betnreen RPE and carbon dioxide production was

accepted, r (13) = -.01r p> .05.

It appears that the significant correlation between
rate

accounted

for

much

RPE

and heart

of the significant multivariate relationship

between RPE and the physlologLcal variables.
Sunrmarv

Physlological variables were computed from ran score" ott"irr"a

fron alL subjects during all triaLs. A canonical correlation
with

accompanying

analysi.s

intercorrelations of all varlables was run on the

predictor variable (RPE)'and seven outcome t'ariabfes to test for the multivarl-ate relationship between RPE and the physiological variables.
The major

null hypothesls that there wiI1. b6 iro significait roultiviriate

reLationship between

RPE

and the physiological- variables was rejected

R^ of .64. RPE accounted for 4L7" of the physiological variabLes
with an <
variance. The minor nu1l hypothesls concerning RPE and heart rate was
aLso

rejected.

io2, 02 puLser.

The other minor nul1 hypotheses between RPE and RQ, Ve,
ana

vco, resPectively were all

accepted.

Chapter
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DISCUSSION OF RESIILTS

Canonical correlation analysis revealed a signifieant multl-

variate relation between the predictor'variable
Eeasures (HR, RQ,

\

(RPE) and

v", VOr(Unin.), VO, (muke), o,

,ttr.'-LLL
= .64, X- (7) = 26.61, g< .001.

RPE

accounted

ance l-n the physiological variables and was

the

out,come

pu1s.,'-vCOr),

for

4L"l

of the vari-

a significant.predictor of

the various physiological measures utilized in this study. This finding

is in

agreement

with Noble et al.rs (1973) study, in which regression

analysis of various physiological measures {V", VO,
Ts)

showed

a multiple R of.81 and accounted for

667"

RQ, Un, VCO,

of the

T!,

in

va-riance

perceived exertion after the first 5 nin. After 15 nin. the reported
was .90 and accor.rnted

for

8O7"

.73 and accounled for

531Z

of the

of the variance, and after

R

30 min. R was

vari.ance.

Although the R" of .64 was statistically significant, there remained
592 unexpLained variance

reasons could account

in the physiological variables.

for this ,ariaoce.

ature is workload differentiation.
work increments rnight have

One expressed

Pandol-f

SeveraL possible

in previous liter-

et al. (L972) speculated

to be as high as 200 kpn/nin. for perceptual

discrimination in bicycle ergometry. Noble et aL. (1973) found that
remained approximately the same between workloads
607"

of

max

Ehat

that elicited

RPE

487. arrd

Vo, (a difference of l99kpu/nin.), while heart rate, V",

and

,0,Z ,rr"r"ased linear1y. In this current study the average workload differentiation was 15 sec. in lap time for a .6
data, between-trial

mean RPE's

km

fluctuated only

14 subjects, Ehe same RPE was offered

J-

run. Exanining the

raw

point and, in nine of the

for at least two of the four

work-

loads, whereas heart rate increased linearly in all of the subjects with
2■
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repeating heart rates occurring only four separate times. This appears

to support the previous speculaEions of a threshold level for perceptual
discrimination of physiological
Another possible cause

measures.

of the unexplained variance could be the

duration used in this study. Four trials were used discontinuously
rrrith 1-2 Ein. intervals. The average time was 3.11 .in. per trlal.

This tirne duration night not have been long enough to allow couplete.perceptual avareness of the physiological state. Perhaps, hrarm-up exercise
(3 roin. of activity at an esti.mated 707" of aerobic power) is desirable
before attempting the dlrect measurement of oxygen consumption (Astrand

ｔ︐ま■ ・

& Rodahl,

racy in

L977). A more intense

RPE

hrarm-up rnight

also enhance oners accu-

reporting, due to the fact that a threshold level night

surpassed. If this is the case, then trial runs at only 3.11 min.

be

wouLd

＾

account

for the large unexplained variance

between RPE and the physiologi-

い
′ ・ ≒ 〆 ■・ ∫ えオ す≒ ´ ｉ ご 票︐

caI measures. Noble et aI. (1973) suggested in their regression study that
the selecEed physiological variables explained less variance with RPE at
5 nin. of exercise than at 15 mir. r due to the rrtransient state during the

early stages of exercise'r (p.

108).

A fiiral suggestion for the r:nexplained varlance is that training
rnight be necessary before using any means of perceptual scaling. In this

study, healthy adults, all of

participation, were told to
body awareness

whom

had 8 wks.

choose a nurober

to the exercise

Eo

of previous interval jogging

that reflected their total-

indicate their

ing in the recognition of exertional feeli.ngs.
have been what Robertson

RPE,
Some

without any pretrain-

of the subjects

et al-. (1975) referred to as

augmenters

could

or reducers,

thls characteristic night. have affected the validity of this study.
Ihat j.s, augmenters would tend to.accentuate*their perceptioh of exertlon,

and

23

whereas reducers would minimize the- intensity of their perceptual
However, the use

of

RPE

in evaluat.ion in most fitness

no such traihing, and none was used in this"stidy.

'cues;

programs lnvoh,es

A1so, the intenrals

of jogging and the workloads of this study are similar to exerclse prescription

used

in

programs t-oday. Therefore,

suggested

that

the

prediction of physiologicaL variables dur-

use

of

i.ng

interval jogging is credible, but should be used in conjunction with

RPE

for evaluation

it ls

and

other measures or only after subjects are trained in scaling their perceptions.
ReLationship

of

RPE

to the Phvslological Variables

It appears that the slgnificant correlation
rate (r = .44)

accounted

for

much

between RPE and heart

of the slgnificant multivariate rela-

tionship between RPE and the physiological- variables. The other rrs
ranged from

-.01 to .33 wiEh RPE, none of which

rirere

stat,istically signi-

ficant.
The

significant relatiohship

between RPE and heart

rate replicated

previous findings (Borg, L962; Borg & Linderholm, L967; Docktor & Sharkey,
L97L; Skinner, Borg, & Buskirk,

1969). Borg (L962), Borg and and Linder-

holn (1967), and Docktor and Sharkey (1971) previously found correlations
ranging between.-75 and .90 between perceived exertion and heart rate.

Skinner, Borg, and Buskirk (1969) reported bivarl-ate rrs of .85 (6 nin.)
and .90 (+

min.), respectively,

work trials.

However,

between RPE and heart

in

between RPE and

Nob1e

rate

rilas

heart rate from several

et al. rs (1973) study, the bivariate r

only .40 and, during the first 5 min. of

exercise heart rate, heart rate accounted for only 5.77" of. the variance

in RPE. In Noble et al.rs. (1973) study and in this current study

perhaps

the time duration of the trials and lower workload increments accounted

for the signifleant, but lower, relatlonships.
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The

ventilation data, unlike heart rate, disagreed with

most of

the literat,ure (Bakers & Tenney, L97O; Bergstrom, Haltunen, and Vilijanen,

et al. , L973; I.lest, Ellis, & Campbell, 1975). However, there
are a few studies with findings that paralleled those in this study. In
L972; Noble

Cafarelli
do

and Noblers (L976) study

it

was suggested

not make significant contributions unti L

70% UO,

that ventilatory

cues

,.* is reached.

Sub-

jects are apparently unable to detect increases in ventllation

(20-30

l/nin.) at lower levels of work. Local muscular discomfort undoubtedly preat lower work intensities.

dominates

Edwards

et al. (Lg72), in

examini.ng

Perceptual responses to continuous and intermittent work on the bicycle

at

11000

kpm/nln., found that subjects rated work L7 ot 18 on the

scale when ventilation was only

40% max

RpE

V". This reiterates speculation that

V" plaYs a more important role at higher workloads. In the Michael- and
Eacket,t (L972) study, selected workload
between

efforts by subjects were equal

treadrnlll and bicycle exercise, but ventilation

different

effort

sras

significantly

tolbe equal. This indlcated,that.subjects did not use ventilati-oh.cue6 t'd equate -exercises. .At lower levels
when

was thought
t.',

of exercise, ventilation is

masked_

by other more intense simuli.
ll

Orrygen consumption

literature (Noble
On

&

data were also in disagreemenL with most prdvious

Borg, L97L; Noble et al. , Lg73; Skinner et al. , Lg73).

the other h*C, o:(ygen consr:mptionrs lack of relationship with

corresPond

to Pandolf

and Noblets (1973), using

sinllar

RPE

did

oxygen consumption

leve1s on bicycle ergometers for all subjects, found RPE to be higher at

a faster pedalllng rate (although oxygen intake renained constant). Star
ford and Noble (|glt+) also

showed

not to result in equal

responses. Further research would be necessary

to evaluate fuIly

RPE

exercise at constant o:rygeu intake levels

oxygen intakers i.nfluence on

RPE.

IIHACA COLLEGE
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Finally, carbon dioxide production, shoum in this study as an insignificant variable in predictlng
(1973)

RPE, was

in

accordance wi.th Noble

et al.rs

study. At 5 min. of exercise, carbon dioxide production contributed

less than L"l of the variance i.n RPE.

It appears that duri.ng interval jogging the physiological variables
in this study were all affected by tine duration of trials

and by work-

load increments"
Surrmary

Results formd

RPE

to be a significant predictor of the physiological

varlables, with heart rate the major cue. However, since the physiol-ogica1 variables contributed
used as the sole

to only

4L1l varlance

of

RPE, RPE should

not be

predictor of workload effort during interual running.

Chapter
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SI]MMARY, CONCLUSTONS, AND RECOMMENDATTONS

FOR FURTHER STT'DY

Surmary

Fourteen participants

of an adult fitness program, with 8 wks. prior

training, volunteered as subjects for this study.

Each subject ran four

successive .60 km trials at various speeds set by the instructor and unknown

to the subjects, with

following each trial.

Rate

measurement and data recorded inrmediately

of perceived exertion was selected as the pre-

di.ctor variable, with ventilation, heart rate, oxygen consumption, carbon
dioxide production, ol<ygen pulse, and respiratory quotient chosen as outcome

between the predictor

variables. Canonical correlation analysis

vari-

able and the outcome variables revealed a sigoificant muLtivariate rela-

tionship, \

,
= .64, X' (7) = 26.6L, y< .001.

RPE

aecounted

for

4L7"

the variance of the physiological variables. The only variable with

significant bivariate relationship r,rith
.44

p_

< .05.

Use

of

RPE

RPE was

heart rate' r (13)

of
a

=

for evaluation or prediction of physiologicaL

variables during interval jogging should be used with other Deasures

after subjects are trained in scaling their perceptions.

RPE

and

should not

''

be used as the sole predictor of workload effort .

'-

Conclusions

1.

Taking into consideration that

RPE

accounts

fot

4L7"

of

the

variance in the physiological output, it is a significant predictor of

physiologlcal output.

2.

Heart rate is a salient cue in predicting exertion.

3.

RPE

cannot predict

ventilation,

oxygen consumption, carbon

dioxide production, oxygen pulse; and respiratory quotiend during subroaxinal workloads.
26
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Recormendations

More research

is

needed on

for Further

Study

the effects of both psychological

and

physiological variables on perceived exert.ion. It is recorr-end.ed that
the study be repeated with various nodifications.

1.

GreaEer workload

' differentiation,
2..
threshoLd

3.

and

Workloads

level,

is

variation would allow for

more perceptual

reconmended.

of greater intensi.ty would tend to surpiss the RPE

and are recornmended.

Experience

in perceiving exertional levels might improve

psychological differentiation and, therefore, enhance the ability to

utilize the RPE scale.
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